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Abstract

Researchers, editors, and other players in the scientific community have shown and
continue to show high interest in and great enthusiasm for Internet-based research
methods. However, methodological research has indicated that there are a number
challenges that online researchers must consider. In this article, we provide information
about solutions to ten common obstacles in Internet-based research. These are: Repeat or
multiple submissions, comparisons between modes, reporting demographics of Internet
participants, achieving compatibility for samples when Web and lab samples methods
are to be compared, persistency of instrument, international nature of the Internet,
possible confounds arising from recruitment techniques, reliance on a single Website
or recruitment method to attract participants, dropout and other types of nonresponse,
and the preconception that Internet samples invariably lead to different results.
Keywords: methodology, Internet-based research, guideline, recommendations,
equivalence
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PROBLEMY METODOLOGICZNE W BADANIACH NAUKOWYCH
Z WYKORZYSTANIEM INTERNETU: DZIESIĘĆ PROPOZYCJI ICH
ROZWIĄZANIA
Streszczenie

Naukowcy, wydawcy oraz inni ludzie ze środowiska naukowego wykazali, i nadal wykazują, duże zainteresowanie i entuzjazm dla badań za pośrednictwem internetu. Badania
metodologiczne dowiodły jednak istnienia szeregu wyzwań, które powinny zostać
wzięte pod uwagę przez badaczy przy planowaniu swoich działań. Artykuł prezentuje
sposoby rozwiązania dziesięciu problemów, pojawiających się dość powszechnie przy
wykorzystaniu internetu w badaniach naukowych. Te przeszkody i sposoby rozwiązania to: powtórzenia lub wypełnianie przez tego samego użytkownika wielu ankiet,
możliwość analizy różnic między grupami badawczymi, raportowanie zmiennych
demograficznych uczestników ankiet internetowych, możliwość porównywania prób
internetowych i laboratoryjnych, stabilność stosowanych narzędzi badawczych, międzynarodowy charakter internetu, możliwe zakłopotanie wynikające z badań online
lub sposobu rekrutacji do niego, rezygnacje z badania i inne typy niskiego response rate,
a także przekonanie, że badanie internetowe zawsze prowadzi do odmiennych wyników.
Słowa kluczowe: metodologia, badania online, standardy badawcze, rekomendacje,
równoważność pomiaru

Introduction
A few years ago, one of the authors of this paper gave an invited talk at another
university, describing research that involved data collection via the Internet. In
the questions that followed, the first point raised – by an eminent professor of
psychology – was “But don’t people on the Internet just tell lies?”. However, while
such suspicions are largely unfounded5 (and are rarely encountered nowadays,
given that the Internet has proved to be an effective research medium), there are
methodological challenges to Internet-based research. These need to be understood, and controlled for, both by those using the Internet for research, and those
reading the scholarly outputs arising from their efforts. With the proliferation of
sophisticated online survey and experiment platforms and Web services that can
mine millions of communications and traces of Internet users (e.g. http://tweetminer.eu, Reips & Garaizar, 2011), it is easier than ever for individuals to set out to
collect data online. In our experience as reviewers, editors, teachers and readers,
this is often done in relative ignorance of the pertinent methodological challenges.
Use of the Internet for the collection of data in Psychology began in 1994
(Musch & Reips, 2000). The new methods were first presented at the Chicago
5 In fact, it is not just people on the Internet who tell lies. Though many lies are undoubtedly
told, recent findings (Whitty, Buchanan, Joinson & Meredith, 2012) in fact suggest that people
lie more in other media (most notably by phone).
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meeting of the Society for Computers in Psychology (SCiP, http://scip.ws) in
1996 and at the German Online Research conference in Cologne 1997 (abstracts
available online at http://www.gor.de/gor97/abstracts.htm). Much of the early
work in the field of online psychological research was methodological in nature, and included efforts by dozens of researchers over a period of many years
to empirically test the quality of data collected on the Internet. Examples of
this research had appeared in Behavior Research Methods (formerly Behavior
Research Methods, Instruments, & Computers) and Social Science Computer
Review; special issues on Internet-based research of Experimental Psychology
(2002, Vol. 49) and the Swiss Journal of Psychology (2003, Vol. 69); abstracts from
the General Online Research conferences available online (http://www.gor.de);
edited books and reviews like Birnbaum (2004).
Early adopters of Internet techniques raised issues like generalizability, motivation, faking and so on as the few possible problem areas for Internet-based
research amongst a plethora of advantages. Early researchers certainly were
aware of the methodological challenges presented by Internet-based research
(e.g. Reips, 2000). Yet, in most cases, these studies both identified possible issues
and also proposed technical and methodological solutions. These researchers
(enthusiastic advocates of online techniques) went on to empirically test these
possibilities and demonstrate that data quality was not adversely affected if
proper techniques are used (for reviews see Krantz & Dalal, 2000; Reips, 2002b).
This was driven by the clear need to test the validity of the new additions to
psychology’s empirical toolbox before adopting them wholesale.
More recent work has added to these investigations, and produced consistent results. Internet-based studies are thus to be trusted. However, in light of
previous research we would counsel against overly broad conclusions. Internet
researchers have long realized that the Internet is not some monolithic “place”
but a collection of locations much like the real world. Different types of people,
recruited via different techniques and participating for different reasons may
behave quite heterogeneously.
For example, most published work based on Internet-mediated data suggests
that people respond seriously (e.g. Voracek, Stieger, & Gindl, 2001). However,
there may be cases where people are less likely to provide valid data. For example,
Furnham and Buchanan (2005) found very high levels of nonserious responding
in a study where people were asked to provide estimates of their intelligence. We
therefore urge Internet scientists to consider the problem seriously, and where
appropriate implement techniques permitting greater confidence in the veracity
of responses (Aust, Diedenhofen, Ullrich, & Musch, 2012; Reips, 2002a, 2002b,
2007, 2010; Reips & Birnbaum, 2011).
Similarly, researchers need to be aware that sample characteristics interact
with the topic being researched. One illustration is that Krantz and Dalal (2000,
Table 3, p. 49) found that the proportion of female participants in Internet
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samples ranged from 26% to 71% depending on the research project. Web samples are largely opportunity samples; therefore, it is very important to be intentional about sampling methods. Technology that is used in creating Web-based
studies may bias samples, because technology preferences are associated with
personality and sophisticated technologies may not be used by people with lower
levels of education (Buchanan & Reips, 2001).
Differences between Internet and traditional methods should not lead to the
automatic rejection of Internet methodologies. In addition to possible limits
on the generalizability of the findings of general (non-Internet) methods, there
are several methodological advantages of Internet-based research that should
be considered (see Reips, 2000, 2007; Reips & Birnbaum, 2011). While more
research is required on the ways that research techniques and topics may interact, much is already known about the effective use of Internet-based research
techniques. A number of ‘best practice’ methodological recommendations have
emerged from prior work, some of which are outlined below. We urge researchers to make use of Internet-based techniques, in a manner informed by such
recommendations.
Selected methodological recommendations for performing
Internet-based research and comparing internet samples
with traditional samples
Below we outline a number of methodological issues addressed by Internet researchers, and indicate how they might be handled. For a fuller description of
these and other issues, see Birnbaum (2001, 2004), Buchanan and Smith (1999),
Coomber (1997), Hewson, Laurent, and Vogel (1996), Krantz (2001), Reips (1997,
2000, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c), Reips and Birnbaum (2011), and Schmidt (1997, 2007).
Below, problems will be in italics and solutions in normal fonts.
Problem and Solution 1: Repeat or multiple submissions
Even though this concern is often among the first that come to the minds
of those who deliberate moving to the Internet for data collection multiple or –
repeat submissions are an “old” topic in the literature on Internet-based research methodology. Traditional strategy recommends comparing IP addresses.
However, this technique is becoming less satisfactory as it misses one important
source of potential error: dynamic IP addressing (e.g. Reips, 2002b). Many
Internet providers assign the same IP addresses to different users, or different
IP addresses to the same user during the course of one session. Solutions to this
problem are the use of other information (e.g., type of Web browser, type of
operating system) that can be captured in properly configured server log files
and databases or using persistent session keys (Reips & Stieger, 2004; Stieger
& Reips, 2010).
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In general, possible multiple submissions can be avoided or controlled by
collecting personal identification items, by checking internal consistency as
well as date and time consistency of answers (Schmidt, 1997), and by using
techniques such as sub-sampling, participant pools, or handing out passwords
(Reips, 2000, 2002a). There is evidence that multiple submissions are rare in Web
experiments (Reips, 1997). (Also see Table 3: Avoidance and control of multiple
submissions in Reips, 2002b).
Modern online platforms for surveys (e.g. SurveyMonkey, SurveyGizmo,
Qualtrics) or experiments (e.g. WEXTOR.org) often provide proprietary solutions for identifying and eliminating multiple responses. We would advise
researchers using such platforms to make themselves aware of how these procedures are implemented, not least so they can be properly reported.
Problem and Solution 2: Be wary of inappropriate comparisons, do not
compare apples with oranges. For example, it makes no sense to compare
race composition of an Internet sample with race composition of the general
U.S. population
In cross-mode comparisons take care to consider mode-specific selection effects.
For example, on the Internet technology preferences may determine coverage
and sample composition (Buchanan & Reips, 2001). In demographics questions
asked to participants, include diagnostic questions that allow you to develop
a basis for comparisons, e.g. request the nation of residence of the participant
to determine whether it is possible to generalize to a population residing in the
same country. But see problem 3 below.
Problem and Solution 3: Reporting demographic data from Internet
participants
When reporting demographic characteristics of a sample remember that these
selfreport data are not independently verifiable. Therefore, one should write
“indicated/reported themselves to be X years old” rather than “were X years old”.
It is also important to report distributions, not only means (as for example age
distributions may not be normal – bimodal distributions (younger people and
the senior “silver surfer” contingent) may often be encountered.
Problem and Solution 4: Achieving compatibility for samples when Web and
lab samples methods are to be compared. For example, comparing Internet
respondents with University subject pools on measures of neuroticism and introversion. Failure to find a difference tells us nothing unless we are sure that
the samples compared really do not differ on the constructs of interest. This
is important in light of evidence that a systematic measurement effect may
produce elevated scores on Internet-based measures of some psychological
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characteristics (e.g. indices of negative affect and depression, Buchanan and
Joinson, 2004)
Randomly assign participants to Web versus lab conditions when performing
such comparisons, or use fully matched samples. Also report full data set for
all samples.
Problem and Solution 5: Persistency of instrument
Work with pre-tests. If instruments are changed during a study, the study should be considered to have been completed and any further data acquired with
the modified instrument be treated as a separate sample, tested under slightly
different conditions. Some of the better modern online survey platforms will
automatically warn researchers about this if they make changes to a ‘live’ survey.
Problem and Solution 6: International nature of Internet
Ensure that measures used are suited to the (probably international) eventual
sample. For example, if you are potentially surveying people from outside the
USA, do not just list American states as possible locations. Also be aware of
cultural and political issues that may arise. For example, one of the authors has
been criticized by participants from Taiwan for including it as part of China in
a list of participant locations. It is good practice to pretest questions with people
from the target audience.
Problem and Solution 7: Be aware of possible confounds arising from recruitment techniques (e.g. in comparison of different tests linked on the same
Web page)
The list of linked tests/sites to be compared should be randomly ordered for
each access by a new participant. Keep different language versions compatible.
Pre-test comparable readability.
Problem and Solution 8: Reliance on a single Website or recruitment method
to attract participants. This exacerbates problems of self-selection and potential systematic sampling biases
Effects of self-selection can be controlled via the multiple site entry technique
(Reips, 2000, 2002b): Do not recruit from a single Web site or other source.
For example, Buchanan and Whitty (2014) recruited participants (victims of
a particular crime) from two different sources that were believed to be subject
to different sampling biases. Replicating findings across the two samples gave
added confidence in the findings.
Problem and Solution 9: Drop-out and other types of non-response
Dropout can be turned into a detection device for motivational confounding.
Also, dropout can be reduced by implementing a number of measures, such
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as the high hurdle and warm-up techniques (Reips, 2000, 2002a), promising
immediate feedback, giving financial incentives, and by personalization (Frick,
Bächtiger, & Reips, 2001).
Problem and Solution 10: Internet samples invariably lead to different results
If sample characteristics are thought to be important to a result, collect both
traditional and Internet samples. However, it may be that even with large sample
differences, the results from traditional and Internet methods may be essentially
identical (Krantz, Ballard, & Scher, 1997).
Conclusion
There may be some antediluvian defenders of orthodoxy in the psychology laboratory here and there. All of us have encountered rare instances like receiving an
NSF Review Panel Summary with the following statement: “The Panel included
two journal editors both of whom agreed that they would never publish an article
with purely Web-based data.” However, our attempts in establishing a methodology for Internet-based data collection were greeted overwhelmingly with interest
and support, if not enthusiasm. Several of our earliest papers have been widely
cited, e.g. Buchanan (2000), Buchanan and Smith (1999), Krantz (2000), Krantz,
Ballard and Scher (1997), Krantz and Dalal (2000), McGraw et al. (2000), Reips
(1996, 1997, 2000, 2002a, 2002b). Newer papers on Internet-based research and
applications continue to be met with interest (e.g. Birnbaum, 2004; Buchanan,
Johnson, & Goldberg, 2005; Buffardi, & Campbell, 2008; Freelon, 2010; Joinson,
Woodley, & Reips, 2007; Wright, 2005).
Since the 1990s, many researchers, students and science managers have
been positive about the new methodology and eager to learn best practices.
Simultaneously, a new generation of researchers has arisen for whom Internetbased research is an established and accepted tool. However, they too need to
be aware of the potential methodological challenges faced in such work. We will
continue to provide them with methods, techniques, guidelines and tools for
Internet-based research.
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